CIBSE HERITAGE GROUP
PUBLICATIONS WITH INFORMATION ON DEPARTMENT STORES

Lighting, heating & ventilation, lifts & escalators and lamson tubes (document & money transfer systems)

1984 an illustrated history
1984 history including store interiors & lighting
1980 photographs of famous New York store
1993 Founder of major stores in Philadelphia & New York
Pioneer of air washer ventilation and pneumatic tube systems
1979 history of early London stores
1995 shows lifts, lighting, the first “moving staircase,” the pneumatic tube system and the installation of modern escalators
1989 The House of Fraser which once owned Harrods and many major stores across Great Britain
1991 includes plans of the heating & ventilation, including plant rooms, in Wanamaker stores in USA
1995 includes some stores and their head office buildings
1976 Chapter on “Shops, stores and department stores”
1994 section on stores